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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to draw attention to the need for a new type of on-line second language learning environment in the field of collocations. Although nowadays it is increasingly acknowledged within the applied linguistics community that collocations need to be taught, the resources for teaching and learning them are still far from being sufficiently refined. We examine the main features of electronic collocational resources which currently exist for English, French and Spanish as a foreign language, showing that, in general, they have significant shortcomings. We are building a didactic module for Spanish associated with the collocation database currently under construction, Diccionario de colocaciones del español (DiCE). As in the fields of lexicography and translation, here we claim that computer assisted language learning also requires the creation of new tools with an integrated interface that allows access to dictionaries, the corpus and the didactic module.

1 Introduction
Over the last few years, research into collocations in the area of acquisition of a second language has become increasingly important (Granger 1998, Howarth 1998, among others). It is widely known that the lexical approach has drawn the attention of the teachers to the role played in a language by lexical chunks, including collocations (Lewis 2000). Although nowadays the applied linguistics community accepts the need for teaching collocations, we consider that the resources for teaching and learning them, in those cases where they exist, are still far from being sufficiently refined.

In the case of Spanish, there is a considerable lack of resources for teaching and learning collocations, starting with the absence of a collocation dictionary, as noted by many specialists in Spanish as a foreign language (Penadés 2004; Cordero Raffo 2005; Ruiz 2005; Higueras 2005). This is one of the reasons that led us to undertake the task of compiling a collocation database, based on Explanatory and Combinatorial Lexicology (Mel'čuk et al. 1995): the Diccionario de colocaciones del español (henceforth DiCE, Alonso Ramos 2001,
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1 I would like to take advantage of this opportunity to thank Leo Wanner for reading the draft version of this text and for his encouraging comments. The English version of this text was proofread by Sarah Moss. This paper was written within the framework of the following research project: HUM2005-08052-C02-02 (MEC and partially funded by FEDER).
2002, 2004). Unlike other lexical resources which are a computer replication of paper-based dictionaries, the DiCE has been conceived as an electronic lexical database, a demonstration of which is available on the web. This enables us to provide more information, to implement flexible access and to build up an associated didactic module which can be used autonomously by learners of Spanish.

In this paper, our aim is to lay down the guidelines for an on-line learning environment of collocations in Spanish as a second language (although it could be also useful for native speakers). We intend to show that it is possible to devise an environment which is more dynamic than existing resources for other languages. By dynamic, we refer to a tool which supports the autonomy of the learners by providing them with an integrated interface with access to a range of sources such as several dictionaries, corpora, including the Internet, and a range of didactic activities.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We will start by examining the main features of some of the current collocational resources for teaching/learning collocations in English, French and Spanish as foreign languages. After a short description of these resources, we will list the difficulties involved. We will then go on to put forward several proposals for a new environment, placing the emphasis on an interface which integrates several resources and allows easy access to corpus. The fourth section begins with a brief presentation of the dictionary and the didactic modules of the DiCE as they currently stand before outlining what needs to be done in order to bring the DiCE in line with a dynamic learning environment. Finally, we will draw various conclusions and will plan future work.

2 Overview of some collocational electronic resources

We have chosen to focus on electronic resources as they allow for a flexible use which supports learner autonomy. As Nesselhauf and Tschichold (2002: 251) have pointed out, a Computer Assisted Language Learning (henceforth, CALL) program is especially suitable for learning vocabulary since vocabulary is one of the fields that can be easily practised outside the classroom. We have based our choice of resources on two requirements, namely: 1) the inclusion of exercises or didactic activities on collocations; 2) a lexicographic description of collocations. These conditions yield resources of a very different kind. Without intending to provide an exhaustive list, we have chosen the following resources: for English, two electronic dictionaries, the Oxford Phrasebuilder Genie (OPG, 2003), and the English section of the bilingual French-English Dictionnaire Cambridge Klett Compact (DCK, 2002). In the case of French, we have examined the exercises on collocations included on the Alfalex website which has a direct link to the online dictionary Dictionnaire d'Apprentissage du Français Langue Étrangère (Selva et al. 2002 and Verlinde et al. 2003). The other resource for French we have analysed is the Dictionnaire des collocations (DC) which includes sev-
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2 The addresses are: http://www.dicesp.com and http://dicesp.cesga.es.
3 Developed by Toni González, this dictionary is available on the web at the following address: http://www.tonitransduction.net/.
eral exercises designed for Spanish learners of French. Given the scarcity of collocational resources for Spanish, we have evaluated the programmatic ideas put forward by Moreno Pereiro y Buyse (2003), Alonso Raya (2004), Morante (2005) and Higueras (in press), and several didactic activities hosted on the Centro Cervantes website. Our review shows that in spite of the claims made by supporters of the lexical approach, collocations are still largely overlooked in CALL. Unfortunately, the situation has not changed greatly from that described almost twenty years ago by Heid (1986) and our results also confirm those obtained by Nesselhauf and Tschichold (2002) following their review of several vocabulary-building software programs for English as a foreign language.

2.1 A Brief Description of Collocational Resources

From the four resources reviewed which meet the requirements laid down, only the OPG and the DC focus on collocations and only the OPG and Alfalex have an associated learner monolingual dictionary. All resources target learners.

In spite of the different types of resources, all the exercises on collocations are approximately of the same type. Most consist of sentences in which one element of the collocation is missing. The task consists of filling in the gap, either by typing in the missing element, or by clicking on one of options (the first type is considered to be more suitable for advanced learners than the second). Here an example of both types is given. The first one comes from Alfalex:

![Figure 1. Example of a cloze test from Alfalex](Note: The figure cannot be displayed here as it is a visual representation of text.)

The example of the second type is taken from the DCK. In these cases, the learner has to click on the correct collocate:

---

4 In the overview presented by Cruz Piñol (2002 and 2004) and by Martín Mohedano (2004), we are unable to find any websites dealing with collocations. A similar situation occurs in the case of paper exercises: for example, in the Anaya collection entitled *Ejercicios de léxico* (Martínez Menéndez 2001), there are no exercises designed to practise the use of collocations. Fortunately, teachers of Spanish will soon have at their disposal an extensive list of activities focused on collocations in Higueras (in press).

5 At the following addresses http://cvc.cervantes.es/aula/didactired/didactiteca/ and at http://cvc.cervantes.es/aula/pasatiempos/pasatiempos2/ it is possible to find a few activities on collocations.
Matching exercises are also commonly used. Here, bases and collocates are organized in columns and the learner has to match them. An example of this type can be found in the DC. The learner has to match the nouns in the first column with the adjectives in the second column. Below is a brief example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>accent</th>
<th>tacite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abri</td>
<td>fraternelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abonnement</td>
<td>chantant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accord</td>
<td>payant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accolade</td>
<td>antiatomique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This type of exercises is similar to traditional paper and pencil exercises, leading Martín Mohedano (2004: 28) to refer to "cyber-structuralism". However, we believe that the acquisition of lexicon and particularly of collocations has to rely to a certain degree on rote learning and repetition (Nesselhauf 2005: 264) and in this case, traditional structural exercises can be an effective tool. The problem lies not in the type of exercises but, as we will see later, in the way they are implemented. We agree with Nesselhauf and Tschichold (2002: 274) that CALL offers many inherent advantages, such as providing direct feedback, giving learners more autonomy and the possibility of using several resources simultaneously. The poor results of our resources cannot be blamed on the cloze or matching exercises, but instead on the inappropriate use of the electronic medium.

2.2 Problematic Aspects of Collocational Resources

2.1 Focus on the bases

Since the collocate is the unpredictable and therefore most difficult part of the collocation for the learner, it would seem evident that collocation practice should focus on the collocate instead of the base. However, the exercises of some resources have been devised around the base. For instance, the 4,089 collocation exercises of the OPG feature a gap that must be filled in using the base; for example: Now, don't start to get - . The user finds it hard to know what the correct answer is and is unable to look it up because the collocation to get gloomy will be registered in the entry for gloomy but not in the entry for the collocate to get.

2.2.2 The lack of a link between the exercise and dictionary modules

In some resources such as the DCK, the interface fails to integrate the exercise and the dictionary modules in a dynamic manner, and consequently, when the learner wishes to con-
result the dictionary, the exercise window disappears and he is forced to begin again. This problem would not be so serious if the information asked for in the exercises were provided in the dictionary module, but this is not always the case. Thus, when trying to choose between big/serious head injuries, as featured in an exercise, the user will be unable to find anything of help in the entry for injury, nor, of course, in the entries for the adjectival collocates big or serious.

2.2.3 The lack of semantic hints

Different meanings of a word frequently combine with different collocates. For instance, the noun argument combines with the collocate to have in the sense of an 'angry discussion', but it combines with the collocate to put forward, for example, when it means ‘a reason supporting opinion’. Instead of exploiting this feature to teach different meanings of a word, some resources provide practice for the collocates of all the meanings of a base at the same time. In Alonso Ramos (2005) we discussed the problems that a learner of English faces when doing exercises included in the Oxford Collocation Dictionary without a monolingual English dictionary because the exercises often require the ability to make fine distinctions between the meaning of the collocates.

2.2.4 The lack of grammatical hints

Most of exercises are devised to identify the elements which constitute the collocation, namely the matching between the base and the collocate, yet they fail to attract the learner’s attention to the use of the collocation as a whole. Thus, the learner notices that to pass and law constitute a collocation, but is given no information as to how it should be used or its meaning. Is it the same as to adopt a law? Nor is he provided with any details of the syntax of the collocation. Is it possible to use the noun without a determiner, as in to pay attention? Which preposition governs another complement, to pay attention to/towards/for/at something? None of these issues are addressed in the exercises reviewed, a fact which fails to surprise us as the actual dictionaries themselves also fail to describe them.

2.3 Some positive aspects worth retaining

Both English CD dictionaries can be considered efficient in terms of searching for the word in the nomenclature. In the OPG, the user types in the word he wishes to look up and the dictionary lists all those entries where the word appears as a collocation base (the headword of an entry) or as the collocate in the entries of other headwords. Similarly, the DCK returns all the headings where the required word is dealt with.

Alfalex deserves a special mention due to the system it has developed in order to provide the learner with feedback. Instead of indicating a “correct” or “wrong” result as the other resources do, Alfalex offers a link to its associated dictionary to complement the answer to the exercise. Other aspects of this type of feedback are discussed later.

3 Proposals for a dynamic online collocations learning environment

We have opted to divide the proposals into two parts: the first one deals with the content of the resource and the second its architecture.
3.1 Concerning the content of the resource

As far as the content of a useful collocational resource is concerned, we list only three suggestions which will be exemplified in section 4 with the DiCE: (1) the information in the dictionary must be introduced from the base and the exercises must focus on the collocate;⁶ (2) the dictionary must contain semantic and syntactic descriptions of the collocation and the exercises have to provide practice in these aspects; and (3) the examples included in an electronic medium can and must play a more important role. It is widely acknowledged that learners value examples more than anything else.

3.2 Concerning the architecture of the resource

With regard to the architecture of the environment, we propose an integrated interface which connects several resources. Advanced learners require an interface that provides them with access to a wider range of sources, beginning with the consultation of the corpus, and extending as far as associated monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. The tool must promote learners' autonomy and provide them with context-sensitive online resources. As many CALL specialists have pointed out (Hanson-Smith 2001, among others), data-driven learning is particularly useful for advanced learners. Sala Cajal (2004) states that her advanced learners of Spanish are demanding concordances when they ask for more contextual information with real examples for their dictionaries. In the same way, Milton (in press) emphasizes the need for tools which help students to become independent writers. Below, we will outline a possible dynamic website catering for inductive modes of learning collocations.

3.2.1 Dictionary Module-Didactic Module Linkage

The combination of the dictionary module and the didactic module represents a definite improvement for the tool. The resource interface must allow the user to complete the exercise and consult the dictionary. In fact, we are convinced that this one is the most attractive feature of an integrated language learning environment. Such is the case of the OPG, but unfortunately this possibility is not useful in the case of collocation exercises for the reasons discussed above. The answers to the exercises must be implicitly or explicitly included in the dictionary. The interface has to be devised in such a way that it can be used differently from in a paper-based dictionary and in didactic activities. When doing the exercises, the learner could formulate more direct queries regarding the information included in the dictionary. Instead of simply opening the entry of a given headword to look up information, ideally the learner should be able to navigate around the data using a search engine. Thus, for example, if an exercise deals with the verb reach as a collocate, the interface should allow the learner to consult which other bases this verb forms a collocation with.

⁶ The focus on the bases should not prevent us from also offering activities on the collocate. As Nesselhauf (2005: 266) points out, if a collocation such as reach a conclusion is learnt in isolation, the learner remains unaware of the potential and restrictions of this verb (reach a decision, a conclusion, a compromise, a goal, etc.). Therefore, several collocations with the same collocate should be taught simultaneously. For this type of activity, the Spanish dictionary Redes (Bosque 2004) may prove useful.
The linkage between two modules should not only provide assistance in doing the exercises but also with the correction process. Since a CALL program has the advantage of providing direct feedback, it would be more effective if instead of merely giving "yes" or "no" answers, it offered some explanations or references to the section where the dictionary deals with the problem in question. The resources should therefore include not only testing, but also teaching.

A further advantage would be the ability to provide flexible feedback allowing alternative answers, especially in the area of collocations. We would like to draw attention to the fact that the criteria used to determine whether a collocation is correct or incorrect are not always well defined. Nesselhauf (2003) uses the example of *to run a chance*: this combination can appear twice in a large corpus yet native speakers consider it unacceptable. In cases such as this, the learning environment should provide a way of indicating both possibilities. Likewise, certain mistakes are impossible to determine. For example, the same author mentions *to reach an aim* which can be corrected by *to reach a goal* or by *to achieve an aim*. A dynamic learning environment should provide both solutions when providing the correct options for the exercises.

Another way of making the learning environment more dynamic is to register the results of the exercises made by the learners. This idea has been already put into practice in Alfalex with excellent results (Verlinde et al. 2003). The user can look up the mistakes he has made and can ask the system for more exercises that target the same problem. The feedback is made up of five information columns: 1) the correct answer; 2) the learner’s answer; 3) a reference to the associated dictionary; 4) a proposal for further exercises with the same collocation; 5) the possibility of adding the collocation to the student’s personal dictionary. The register of incorrect collocations is in keeping with the philosophy claimed by the lexical approach and also error analysis (Blanco Picado 2002). Besides the benefits it offers the learner, the teacher can monitor the students’ most frequent errors and can also be used to build up a learner collocation corpus (Nesselhauf 2005).

### 3.2.2 Corpus-Dictionary Linkage

According to Kilgarriff (2005), two ways to model the corpus-dictionary linkage can be distinguished: 1) to put pointers to dictionary senses into the corpus (as in a semantically annotated corpus) or 2) to put pointers to corpus instances of words into the dictionary. The first refers to the Word Sense Disambiguation research paradigm whilst the second to the modern corpus-based lexicography.

However, it is also possible to adopt a mixed approach. With the present methods of compiling a dictionary inductively from the corpus to the database, dictionaries also contain a corpus. This procedure converts the dictionary into an interface to the corpus. Thus, instead of using an ongoing annotated corpus, the corpus is accessed through the database dictionary. Since each register of the database can have a field with several examples from corpus, the dictionary itself contains a collocation corpus, a corpus which can be separated from the rest of information included in the dictionary. In order to exploit this corpus for didactic tasks, a search tool should be added. This tool would work in the same way as another concordance
program, but in this case the collocate is lemmatised. Learners would use this tool when they are not necessarily interested in looking up the entry of the base. For example, if a learner wishes to know whether the noun afición has a determiner or not when it goes with the support verb tener, instead of going to the entry afición and scrolling down to the information required, it would be quicker and more useful to launch the search tool which navigates around the corpus of the collocation dictionary. The tool searches for the cooccurrence between afición and tener and since the examples of the value tener are grouped by the lemma, the corpus does not require be tagged.

We also defend the benefits of linking the interface with a search engine like Google and with a reference corpus such as the Corpus de referencia del español actual (CREA) for Spanish. Besides providing learners with greater autonomy, the free corpus enables them to verify whether a collocation not included in the dictionary is simply an omission or it is due to the fact that this presumed combination does not exist. Since language is in continual evolution, the non-inclusion of a combination in the dictionary should not imply that this combination is incorrect. Links with the search engines or with CREA can be preformatted in order to assist users in their corpus search. Consequently, the interface toolbar can include a link which, when selected, opens a dialogue box. A good example of this resource can be seen in Milton (in press): the dialogue box of the Google Search warns learners that they may find non-standard examples that are not acceptable in the written language. The box makes it easier for learners to formulate queries, thereby avoiding the need to learn the use of asterisks or the Boolean operators that are typical of query languages.

3.2.3 Linkage with other dictionaries

A useful learning environment has to resemble the workbench which is already familiar to the translator (Rogers and Ahmad 1998). Even if we highlight the collocations, the interface would be more useful if the user could link up with other monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. The OPG is proof that the combination of a collocation dictionary and a monolingual dictionary makes for a better product.

In an integrated interface links with other dictionaries help to build up a more consistent tool and provide more resources in order to create more exercises. For example, one of the didactic activities proposed by Higueras (in press) focuses on the fact that a collocate may or may not have the same meaning in a given collocation as in a free combination. For example, the noun mentira ‘lie’ chooses the collocate verb decir ‘to say’ that has the same meaning as in a free combination (as in decir una palabra ‘to say a word’). However, the noun duda ‘doubt’ chooses the collocate verb aclarar ‘to clarify’ and this verb has different meanings in different combinations; for instance, aclarar la ropa ‘to rinse clothes’ and aclarar la voz ‘to clear one’s throat’. In order to be able to do the exercise properly, learners need to consult several dictionaries. If they are sufficiently proficient in the language, a monolingual dictionary in the target language may be sufficient, but sometimes monolingual dictionaries, especially in Spanish, do not provide any information regarding the meaning of the lexical units in collocation. Thus, the meaning of aclarar in collocation with duda is not described in some monolingual Spanish dictionaries. Learners who consult a bilingual dictionary will find
the verb *to clarify* which maybe can clear up some points of this exercise, but the verb *to clarify* is not the equivalent collocate for the noun *doubt*: in English, this noun combines better with *to clear up, to dispel, to remove or to resolve*. Therefore, a collocation dictionary of the language of learner would constitute a useful additional resource.

The following section shows how some of these proposals could be put into practice in a collocational resource for Spanish.

### 4 Main features of the DiCE and its didactic module: present and future work

As mentioned in the introduction, although the DiCE project is still under development, a demonstration is already available on the web. In its present state, it responds to some of the proposals put forward in the previous section, especially those concerning the content. Here we will briefly present what is currently available and what can be done to improve the tool.

#### 4.1 A Brief Description of the DiCE in its Present State

The DiCE can be characterized by the following three features: (1) each collocation receives a semantic and syntactic description; (2) each collocation is testified with several examples, most of which come from the CREA; and (3) is accompanied by an associated didactic module. Let us briefly examine these three aspects.

In order to describe the collocations, we use *lexical functions* (LFs), the tool of Explanatory and Combinatorial Lexicology (Meľčuk et al. 1995). LFs have been used in the four volumes of the French *Dictionnaire explicatif et combinatoire* (Meľčuk et al. 1984/1999), in the ongoing project *Lexique actif du français* (LAF, Polguère 2000), and now also for Spanish in the DiCE. An LF encodes the relation between two lexical units where one of them (the base of the collocation) controls the lexical choice of the other one (the collocate). For instance, the LF Magn encodes the relation between the following adjective-noun pairs: *hon-dapena* ‘intense pain’, *terrible vergüenza* ‘deep shame’, and *ferviente admiración* ‘great admiration’. All three adjectives (the collocates) are selected to express, in combination with the corresponding noun, the same meaning – ‘intense’. LFs are THE MEANS to describe collocations because they satisfy three indispensable requirements for a useful collocational resource: 1) they represent the meaning of the collocation; 2) they describe the syntax and the actantial structure of the collocation; and 3) they encode the functional dependency of the collocate in relation to the base. In order to make LFs easier to use, in the LAF and the DiCE, we have opted to use natural language *glosses* to encode the meaning of the collocations. Consequently, users who are unfamiliar with the language of LFs can access the collocate by means of the gloss rather than by means of the LF. For instance, the gloss for the LF Magn is *intenso ‘intense’*. The gloss can be considered the translation of an LF in a natural meta-language (see Alonso Ramos 2005).

With regard to the second aspect, all collocations are supported by examples from the actual corpus. The DiCE is being compiled in an inductive way from the corpus. Therefore, even if the LFs constitute a grid which guides the search of the collocations in the corpus, the procedure is based on the data. This allows the DiCE to be used as a collocation corpus which, as we will see later, can be of great use to the learner. As an illustration, the informa-
tion for a collocation such as morirse de vergüenza ‘to be very embarrassed’ appears as follows:

\[ \text{sentir una vergüenza intensa FL Magn+Oper,}\]
\[ \text{morirse [de ~] Me moriría de vergüenza si supieran que mentí}\]

As for the third aspect, the didactic module is still at a preliminary stage, but even so, the semantic and the syntactic description of collocations in the DiCE allows for more interesting exercises than those based exclusively on matching the base and the collocate. The didactic module is divided into two sections: one for production and another for comprehension. In both sections, we have included several types of exercises: some consist of choosing the correct answer and others of filling in the correct answer. All are automatically evaluated by the system. The sub-module includes various exercises devised to identify the correct collocate using their semantic description. Thus, users are asked to choose or to find the correct collocate starting from a gloss of the meaning. In order to find the answers to an exercise, learners can click on the dictionary and open the entry for the headword ganas for example, select the search “ganas + verb” and scroll the full list of collocates until they find those grouped by the gloss empezar ‘to begin’ and the LF IncepFunc1.

4.2 Planned Extensions of the DiCE

In line with the proposals put forward in section 3.2, future work will be based on the following lines. With regard to the linkage between the dictionary module and the exercise module, Alfalex is, without doubt, the model to follow. However, various improvements could be incorporated. For example, when the feedback offers to consult other collocations made up of the same elements, instead of showing all collocations listed in the dictionary with the collocate and with the base in question, it would help if the information were more precisely targeted: namely a semantic and syntactic description of the collocation with the associated FL is required, together with collocation examples from the corpus. If the user wishes to consult more collocations of the noun admiración, for example, a link to this headword in the dictionary should be available.

With regard to corpus-dictionary linkage, the structure of the DiCE allows for the inclusion of a search engine which navigates around the collocation corpus. The exploitation of the corpus included in the DiCE has the advantage of being semantically disambiguated. Unlike the corpus in free Internet search, the corpus of the dictionary has been already treated and disambiguated. Thus, when learners wish to know if the noun admiración combines with the verb tener, the search tool would return the examples separated in two groups, classified according to the various LFs: tener admiración por alguien ‘to admire someone’, encoded by the LF Oper1 and tener la admiración de alguien ‘to be admired by someone’, encoded by the LF Oper2.

With regard to linkage with other dictionaries, it would be desirable to connect the DiCE with the LAF. As discussed above, in the case of French and Spanish, two collocation dictionaries are being compiled with the same framework. It would not be very hard to devise ex-
exercises for a learner of Spanish or for a learner of French based on the information included in these dictionaries. Thus, for example, learners wishing to know how to express the meaning ‘to make a doubt disappear’ in Spanish or in French can look up the headword duda or doute and to search for the lexical function LiquFuncO or its equivalent gloss in natural metalanguage.

5 Conclusions

We are aware that a more dynamic environment for learning collocations is a midterm research goal, but we are convinced that the DiCE has made considerable progress in this direction. We have attempted to show that there is another way of learning collocations. Our framework already accomplishes much of the work involved. Given that LFs constitute a formal language, they systematise the collocational information, and this structured information facilitates the integration of the dictionary and the exercise modules into an on-line language learning environment. However, several tasks still need to be addressed. In addition to continuing to compile the DiCE, the didactic module needs to be developed by putting the various proposals discussed above into practice. It must be clear that it will not be possible to create an authentic new language learning environment without the participation of applied linguists, theoretical linguists, computer scientists and teachers. We would therefore like to appeal for the collaboration of researchers from all the specialities involved.
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